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Background 

First, let me clarify that I am not an ELT professional, but a computer systems professional who has 

now worked for over 6 years with ELT professionals. They now know more about Internet 

platforms than they used to, and I now know quite a lot about ELT, especially ELT material – and 

my English has improved! 

The ELT platform that is the subject of this article was developed originally to accompany two 

series of English textbooks produced by and only for the Universidad Autónoma del Estado de 

Hidalgo, Mexico: Make It Real! Junior (for the UAEH’s upper secondary schools or Prepas) and 

Make It Real! Professional (adapted with some more academic elements and English for UAEH 

undergraduate students). The textbooks and platform were part of a very ambitious project 

started at the UAEH in 2013, with the first book published at the end of that year. 

The platform first complemented those two series of textbooks, with partly different versions for 

Make It Real! Junior and Make It Real! Professional, but later it was developed to complement an 

adapted and extended version of Make It Real! Professional for use outside the UAEH, Make It 

Real! English for Higher Education in Latin America. That title explicitly conveys the learner-

centered and context-centered nature of the material in the books and on the platform. 

 

The development of Make It Real! Online 

At the start of 2014, with the publication of the second level, the Make It Real! textbooks seemed 

to be well on their way, but the online platform was not. I was working alone, a one-man technical 

‘team’, and without a single ELT person working on the material that would be the content of 

Make It Real! Online – they were all far too busy with the textbooks. So, when the platform was 

officially presented at the beginning of 2014, the only content available was the listening 

comprehension recordings for Teacher’s Guides and Student’s Books in MP3 format.  

I’d like to say that the situation improved over the following months, but that was not the case. 

Due to budget and staff limitations, I was still alone. But then I started to form a team out of 

people from the UAEH Licenciaturas in ELT and Graphic Design who were doing their ‘social 

service’ prior to graduating. We developed some grammar and vocabulary activities for the 

platform to accompany the textbooks that had been published by the middle of 2014. That 

material stayed online for only 6 months, for obvious reasons: it was not up to standard for the 

Make It Real! project, for which experienced ELT professionals were necessary.  

It sounds like a disastrous start to Make It Real! Online, doesn’t it? I’d be lying if I denied that, but 

that year was actually very useful. It allowed me to examine the offer of language learning 

platforms on the Internet, note the latest trends and technology, the advantages and 

disadvantages of the tools used and available, and try out different things, all of which contributed 

to the development of Make It Real! Online in the following years.  

In the last part of 2014, I developed the final structure of the platform and, at last, an experienced 

ELT professional was hired to produce material for Make It Real! Online. It was still an enormous 



challenge and extremely hard work for the two of us because we started 3 or 4 levels behind the 

textbooks, which continued to move ahead, but at least we now had a defined framework for 

Make It Real! Online. With what I had developed technologically for the project, and the material 

my ELT colleague produced, slowly, level by level, we began to give students using the platform a 

system of grammar, vocabulary, listening and reading activities that was easy to use, of good 

pedagogical quality, accessible and, above all, an appropriate complement to the Make It Real! 

Professional textbooks they were using. 

By the beginning of 2016, Make It Real! Online covered the first four levels (i.e. books) of Make It 

Real! Professional, A1.1, A1.2, A2.1 and A2.2. The material consisted of a total of 16 units (4 for 

each book) of vocabulary, grammar, reading comprehension and listening comprehension 

activities, including 64 vocabulary activities, 64 grammar activities, 32 reading activities, and 32 

listening activities. 

We were both helped and challenged by the development of the platform initially for those 

original series of textbooks, Make It Real! Junior and Make It Real! Professional (2013-17) and then 

for the new version of the latter, Make It Real! English for Higher Education in Latin America (2017 

until now). That extra series of textbooks meant extra work for us, but it also gave us the 

opportunity to improve the platform on the basis of over 3 years’ experience. 

In 2017, the first two books of Make It Real! English for Higher Education in Latin America were 

published for use outside the UAEH and we began to work on mironline (see below), but Make It 

Real! Professional continues to be used today in the UAEH along with Make It Real! Online. At the 

end of 2018, Make It Real! Online had almost 9,000 UAEH undergraduate student users, and 

almost 400 English teacher users (there is a teacher section on the platform, which, among other 

things, enables teachers to monitor the use of the platform by their students). In addition, the 

partly different version of Make It Real! Online for the Make It Real! Junior textbooks had almost 

18,000 users in the UAEH and associated upper secondary schools (Prepas). 

 

The development of mironline 

When it was decided to produce a version of the Make It Real! Professional textbooks adapted for 

use outside the UAEH throughout Latin America, that is, Make It Real! English for Higher Education 

in Latin America, it was a good time to develop an improved and extended version of the platform. 

The platform team was strengthened, with other computer systems people working with me at 

last, and a second ELT materials writer. We had growing experience in developing and managing 

Make It Real! Online, using feedback from UAEH English teachers and students, and a greater 

understanding of how other English language practice platforms worked. In fact, technical 

development of a new of version of the platform, Make It Real! Online 2.0, had started at the 

beginning of 2016, so, in 2017, when the idea of Make It Real! English for Higher Education in Latin 

America was conceived, it was simply turned into mironline and developed further.  

We had a platform that worked well, but we wanted more. Technology develops day by day, and 

mironline has aimed at engaging students in attractive activities that are close to the applications 

and systems they interact with in their everyday lives. Students’ practice and learning experiences 

are enriched through technology such as 360 degree photography and video, 3D models, and 

higher levels of use based on gamification, all provided in a clean, easy to use way. 



Like Make It Real! Online, mironline offers students practice and learning activities with general 

(and some academic) English related to the textbooks in the areas of grammar, vocabulary, 

listening and reading. That now constitutes one of two sections on mironline, the General English 

section, the other being the English for Specific Purposes section. The ESP material begins in the 

very first unit of the first book, A1.1, exploiting the similarities between formal and technical 

English and Spanish or Portuguese. It has 6 areas: Administration & economics, Agriculture & 

environment, Computer systems & electronics, Construction & engineering, Health sciences and 

Humanities & social sciences. The material is organized in modules, 4 per level, each containing a 

reading text with a comprehension activity and two related vocabulary activities. 

ESP would have been virtually impossible without the platform (too costly and complicated 

through printed material), and Make It Real! would have been distinctly less learner-centered and 

context-centered.  

When you put together the technology and the content of mironline you get things like 3D models 

of the human body to help students in Health Sciences grasp and learn the relevant vocabulary, 

and 360 degree visits to different biomes for students in Agriculture & environment (a student 

favorite in the ESP section). As mentioned above, it would have been impossible to offer students 

that, and much more, without a platform, and without all the work our team put into mironline.  

There is also a complete platform for teachers attached to mironline, enabling them to create an 

unlimited number of student groups, follow the statistics of use and progress of each student, 

access all the material for students on mironline, access teacher development materials that 

include video modules, and download listening comprehension recordings and the Teacher’s 

Guide in PDF. 

In the short time mironline has been online for students (from July 2018 to now, March, 2019), 

with only 3 levels so far, A1.1, A1.2 and A2.1 (and A2.2 about to go online) it has almost 700 

individual student users, over 30 teacher users and 30 groups. 

 

Work in progress 

We are currently working on the following improvements and extensions to mironline: 

• The incorporation of additional digital elements with the aim of helping users enjoy their use of 

the platform even more and become more autonomous in their learning.  

• A component with practice for TOEFL ITP, to be launched in the course of this year, 2019. 

• A digital shop, which will enable users to obtain more practice and learning resources, also to be 

launched in 2019. 

Within the UAEH, mironline will probably replace Make It Real! Online in the course of this year. 

 

Lessons learned 

1 Developing and running a good ELT platform – we trust mironline is good! – is extremely 

demanding, and keeping up with a plan and timetable is likely to be difficult unless conditions 

are very favorable and resources abundant. The team needs lots of energy and determination. 

2 Getting ELT experts and software development experts to work well together is a real challenge, 

but there are few experiences more enriching than being part of a multi-disciplinary team. 



3 The future is now, don’t wait for it to arrive. The project confirmed that younger students and 

teachers in higher education now have a natural connection with technology, and we should 

take advantage of that to the maximum and use the latest technology to try to overcome the 

limitations of traditional English language teaching and learning. 

4 Everything we develop on a pedagogical platform should be centered on the needs of the users, 

no matter what our field of expertise is. If you are a software developer, the applications and 

systems should be specifically for your target users. If you are an ELT materials writer, the same 

(for example, ESP was a must in our case). 

5 Measure, measure, measure. Information is this era’s petroleum. You cannot make really 

appropriate decisions or develop strategies to respond to your students’ needs unless you 

examine and analyze information about their habits and performance. A platform should 

include apps and tools that provide teachers with relevant statistics and other information.  

6 There are no magic recipes or shortcuts for success with an online platform project. If you want 

good results, you have to do the essential hard work, and be resilient in the face of obstacles, 

frustrations and whatever else. If you persist, conscientiously, the rewards will come. 

My parting thought: In coming years, expect many surprises in the development of ELT materials 

and resources made possible by new technology….. 
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